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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psa 21:7: For the king trusteth in the LORD, and through the mercy of the most
High he shall not be moved.
Psa 21:8: Thine hand shall find out all thine enemies: thy right hand shall find out
those that hate thee.
Psa 21:9: Thou shalt make them as a fiery oven in the time of thine anger: the
LORD shall swallow them up in his wrath, and the fire shall devour them.
Psa 21:10: Their fruit shalt thou destroy from the earth, and their seed from
among the children of men.
Psa 21:11: For they intended evil against thee: they imagined a mischievous
device, which they are not able to perform.
Psa 21:12: Therefore shalt thou make them turn their back, when thou shalt make
ready thine arrows upon thy strings against the face of them.
Psa 21:13: Be thou exalted, LORD, in thine own strength: so will we sing and
praise thy power.
TPP Gives Obama Power To Destroy America
The TPP is global domination by a fascist cartel bent on enslaving the world. Now
the Senate has given fast-track authority to Obama to implement this secret plan
and set fire to our Constitution, rules of law and ultimately our liberty and
freedom.

Only five republican senators voted against the final “fast-track” bill, in a vote that
passed 62-37.
“Fast-track would allow Obama to send the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) deal to
Congress for an up-or-down vote”.
The TPA must still pass a House vote, which is why it’s imperative to contact
your representatives and let them know you’re against H.R. 1314, the Trade
Promotion Authority (TPA) or fast-track bill, which essentially grants the office of
the president the power to do treaty by Executive Order.
http://www.infowars.com/special-report-tpp-gives-obama-power-to-destroy-america/
Obamatrade sidelines national laws.. Trade agreements like TiSA, TPP and TTIP
will sideline national laws.
Wikileaks has warned that governments negotiating a far-reaching global service
agreement are 'surrendering a large part of their global sovereignty' and
exacerbating the social inequality of poorer countries in the process.
The Trade in Services Agreement exposed in a 17 document leak by Wikileaks on
Thursday, relates to ongoing negotiations to lock market liberalisations into
global law.
'NEW GLOBAL GOVERNANCE'…Obama, Why Are You Keeping Obamatrade’s
New Global Governance Secret?..
Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-AL), has written a scathing new letter to President Barack
Obama pressuring him to explain why Obamatrade has been so secretive.
The letter hones in on the new global governance, as Sessions calls it, that would
be created by the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP)—which would almost certainly be
approved by Congress should the House of Representatives vote in favor of Trade
Promotion Authority (TPA) to fast track the TPP and other trade deals. The TPA, which
passed the Senate a couple weeks ago, would ensure—barring some unforeseen
development—the congressional approval of the TPP, and collectively the two have
become known as Obamatrade.
President Obama has ignored and rejected bipartisan calls for transparency on
Obamatrade, and refuses to release to the public the text of the TPP that the TPA
would fast-track. In fact, currently, only members of Congress—and certain cleared
staffers with high enough security clearances, and those staffers can only go with a
member—are allowed to go into a secret room in the U.S. Capitol to go read the text of
Obamatrade’s TPP component.
BUSTED: TOP REPUBLICANS PUSH OBAMATRADE DEAL-- THEY HAVEN'T
READ!
Two members of House GOP leadership—Majority Whip Rep. Steve Scalise and
Rules Committee chairman Rep. Pete Sessions—refused to admit whether they
have read the text of the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) Pacific Rim trade deal,
but they still support granting President Barack Obama the Trade Promotion
Authority (TPA) to fast track it.
White House coordinating efforts with House leaders…Obama and his GOP allies
launch big effort to win trade fight in the House...

In a sign of how high the stakes have become to railroad the TPP through, the
White House was coordinating its efforts with House Republican leaders, who are
canvassing for as many votes as possible from their caucus to ensure a buffer if
the president is unable to win much support from his party.
Understanding the Pure Evil of Agenda 21
Agenda 21 is a 1992 United Nations' policy document which calls for using Smart
Growth and Sustainability to remake the world into a new global order--devoid of
private property and free enterprise. This video is the introduction to a series
about Smart Growth, Sustainable development, and how Agenda 21 is remaking
our nation one city at a time.
Play: https://youtu.be/VvDu9wC8UNI
Agenda 21 & The New World Order
Play: https://youtu.be/NO7xYmiwu0k
Red Alert: Agenda 21 Inspectors are Going Door to Door Wanting to Look in our
Homes
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aui2vq5kFS8
From: Michelle
Sent: Thursday, February 2015
To: Scott Johnson

Subject: RE: Listener Feedback: Smart Appliances Smart Meters/the Grid
You know we have been looking for another house – so as we walked through a
house the other day, look what I found and got pictures of. We did not take the
house because there was too much wrong - but I got the opportunity to scope
this out!!!! I did not realize till I looked it up online that the cords on top of the unit
is the plug and play cords it talks about below. I looked it up online when I got
home and this is what I found:

50 Gallon Energy Smart® Electric Water Heater - 12 Year
Warranty--Model: ES50R123-45D
PRODUCT FEATURES
 Choice of operating modes; Standard, Energy Smart®
(intelligently reacts to hot water use patterns to
reduce standby heat loss), and Vacation saves you
money while you are away
 SmartPort equipped, means Energy Smart® is smart
grid ready for future utility management, as well as
plug and play ready for home automation applications
Obama admits ‘Climate change' regs in Obamatrade too...
In an interview on NPR’s Marketplace yesterday (June 3),
President Obama said that enforcing climate change
regulations will indeed be part of the Trans-Pacific Partnership, the Obamatrade
pact that he is currently negotiating with Malaysia and 10 other countries. He
said:
If we want to solve something like climate change, which is one of my highest
priorities, then I’ve got to be able to get into places like Malaysia, and say to
them, this is in your interest. What leverage do I have to get them to stop
deforestation? Well part of the leverage is if I’m in a trade relationship with them
that allows me to raise standards.
In December, Obama will negotiate a multi-country climate agreement in Paris.
We already know from Obama’s joint announcement with China that he will
commit the United States to a huge reduction in carbon emissions of 26%-28%
from 2005 levels, but he will let China, already a much larger carbon emitter,
continue to expand its carbon emissions until 2030.
Obama would not need to get Congress to approve the unfair climate change
treaty terms that he negotiates. Instead, he could get the Commission set up by
the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement to add those terms to the Trans-Pacific
Partnership.
After that, the Investor-State Dispute Settlement Provisions, set up by that
agreement, could enforce Obama’s terms through the threat of multi-billion-dollar
fines upon the U.S. government.
Recent Headlines read:
NOAA Fiddles With Climate Data To Erase 15-Year Global Warming 'Hiatus'...
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration scientists have found a
solution to the 15-year “pause” in global warming: They “adjusted” the hiatus in
warming out of the temperature record.
New climate data by NOAA scientists doubles the warming trend since the late
1990s by adjusting pre-hiatus temperatures downward and inflating temperatures in
more recent years.
“Newly corrected and updated global surface temperature data from NOAA’s
[National Centers for Environmental Information] do not support the notion of a

global warming ‘hiatus,'” wrote NOAA scientists in their study presenting newly
adjusted climate data.
To increase the rate in warming, NOAA scientists put more weight on certain
ocean buoy arrays, adjusted ship-based temperature readings upward, and
slightly raised land-based temperatures as well.
American universities made false claims promoting Global Warming to boost
Obama rules...
An online search of EPA’s web site revealed that Syracuse’s Driscoll (who was
previously involved as a principal investigator in global warming studies) received over
$3.6 million in research grants from EPA. Co-author Dallas Burtraw, a researcher at the
think tank Resources for the Future, had been involved in previous EPA grants totaling
almost $2 million. Harvard co-author Jonathan Levy had been involved in over $9.5
million worth of grants. Co-author Joel Schwartz, also of Harvard, had been previously
involved in over $31 million worth of grants from EPA.
Are we to believe that a group of researchers who had previously received some
$45 million in grants from EPA, no doubt hoping for more in the future, could
possibly not have any ‘dog in this fight’ to prove global warming? It’s probably
not necessary to ask how this slipped past the incurious mainstream media.
This issue goes deeper than mere truth-telling. The EPA’s controversial Clean
Power Plan hinges on the notion that shuttering coal plants will save lives.
The EPA’s proposed global warming plan ostensibly focuses on reducing carbon
dioxide emissions from coal plants & elsewhere. But the bulk of the alleged
benefits of the plan actually arise from collateral projections of lives supposedly
saved by reducing coal plant emissions related to particulate matter and ozone.
As EPA values each life “saved” at about $10 million, the claim that the rules will
save 6,600 lives per year puts the rules’ alleged benefits on the order of $66
billion per year, far in excess of industry projections of the rules’ costs.
These EPA claims, however, are controversial to say the least. A compelling
alternate view is that no lives will be saved because, for one reason, EPA’s own
extensive clinical research shows that particulate matter and ozone in outdoor air
do not kill anyone.
Senator Sheldon Whitehouse Says: Use RICO Laws to Prosecute Global Warming
Skeptics
That’s right — a sitting U.S. Senator is suggesting using RICO laws should be
applied to global warming skeptics. Courts have been defining RICO down for
some time and in ways that aren’t particularly helpful. In 1994, the Supreme Court
ruled RICO statutes could be applied to pro-life activists on the grounds that
interstate commerce can be affected even when the organization being targeted
doesn’t have economic motives.
Geoengineering, A Clear And Present Danger
http://GeoengineeringWatch.org
https://www.facebook.com/dane.wigingt...
This video presentation was done in Northern California on November 21st, 2014,

it’s a wakeup call. Though there are countless forms of damage to Earth from
global elite activities, climate engineering is mathematically the greatest single
source, it is the epitome of human insanity. Our society has been very well
trained to turn two blind eyes to the big picture, and to simply spend their time
and energies only on their own pursuit of personal pleasures.
Play (Caution uses the d*** word some) to 19:50:
https://youtu.be/uv0Ko2OU4Ec?t=14s
US Military Confirms Jade Helm 15 Is About Infiltration Of America As Blue Bell
Ice Cream Caught In Huge Lie

By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free Or Die
Back on May 28th , 2015, in an attempt to debunk a story run on All News Pipeline
called "Blue Bell Ice Cream Refrigerated Morgue Trucks Join Military Convoy In
Colorado Weeks After Listeria Outbreak Shuts Down Ice Cream Production", Blue
Bell representative Jenny Van Dorf (979-830-2180) sent ANP an official statement
telling us the fact that Blue Bell trucks were seen in the military convoy was 'just
a coincidence'. The videos below, 1st reported by the Fugazi Report, tell a
different story.
However, the videos below from DAHBOO777 and the Fugazi Report have
COMPLETELY DESTROYED any credibility Blue Bell had remaining as ONCE
AGAIN, we see Blue Bell Ice Cream trucks involved in the "Raider Focus" war
games in Colorado, more proof that corporate America is lying to the American
citizens as the United States Military prepares for SOMETHING HUGE in this
country and as the 2nd video below clearly shows, whatever it is they are
preparing for is MASSIVE as massive amounts of military hardware (and Blue Bell
Ice Cream trucks) are seen on the streets of America. Additionally, we now have
confirmation from a United States military representative that Jade Helm 15 is
about the infiltration of America as shared below.
Why Blue Bell (979-836-7977) would destroy their own credibility by lying when
they could have easily told the truth is beyond our comprehension and the mere
fact that Blue Bell issued an official statement, a statement that has been proven
as being a total lie, should tell everyone that something is terribly wrong
here....why would Blue Bell Ice Cream issue an official statement that has been proven
to be a lie and what is the real purpose of these trucks that are taking part in this
exercise?
To watch go to: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMo8w7CVKBU

http://allnewspipeline.com/Raider_Focus_Martial_Law_America.php
Hundreds of Miles of ‘Razor Wire’ On Convoy Trucks Moving Through Colorado
Posted on June 3, 2015

Play: https://youtu.be/9KdMYYYe8sI
Convoy Of Howitzers Roll Down Mississippi Hwy Towards Texas - 100-Year
Marathon To Enthrone China At Helm While Chinese Troops Enforce Obama's
Martial Law To Save The World

By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free Or Die
For over 65 years, the nation of China has been secretly working upon
implementing a 100-year-long plan to replace the United States as the global
superpower of the world. Dating back to 1949, China devised a plan to 'wipe
clean' past humiliations and revise the order that was established under Bretton
Woods that left the world a US-dominated world following World War II, the world
that most of us grew up in. Thanks to China's '100-Year marathon', the world we
all grew up in is about to go through a major change.
Among the many newly released video reports below of military activity in
America, we see a convoy of 155mm Howitzer's (as seen in photos above and 3rd
video below) rolling westbound towards Texas on US-98 in Lucedale, Mississippi.
In another video report published by the same videographer, we see another
military convoy stopped at a weigh station also westbound in Mississippi.
Coincidentally, or not, the Wal Mart truck that appears to be with the convoy at
the same weigh station shown in the picture below (seen in 3rd video) is getting a
lot of attention. Many more videos and original photos below include an update
on the Brandon, Florida Wal Mart and some strange activity there that adds more
unanswered questions to this rapidly growing mystery. All of what we're watching
across America is the beginning of this 'brave new world' .

The June 3rd story in the
Washington Times called "Obama
Secretly Backing Muslim
Brotherhood" got a lot of attention
from people wondering how
someone who is arming terrorist
enemies of America could possibly
be the American president, the part
of the story that really caught our
eye was about something totally different than Obama's Muslim Brotherhood
friends. Buried deep in the story, where many might miss it, spoke retired
Chinese military Col. Mingfu, one of China's most radical military supremacists,
and his confirmation that China is using 'information warfare' right now against
their enemies was topped off with this nugget.: “To save itself, to save the world,
China must prepare to become the [world’s] helmsman.”
Back on March 26th, 2015 we wrote a story on ANP called "Months Away From An
Event That Will Change America Forever" in which we pointed out the reasons
why we believed that China was preparing to take over the world's economic
leadership as the US dollar is finally replaced by the Chinese yuan as the world's
reserve currency. We learned via story after story that possibly by September of
2015, China (one of the world's largest producer of Jade) would suddenly be in
the position to do as Col. Mingfu has said: 'to save itself and to save the world',
China was needed at the helm.
We learn from the Times story that China has had a 100-year plan to replace the
US as leader of the world's economy; they've called their 100-year plan “The
Hundred Year Marathon.” Col. Liu was recently invited to speak at the
Georgetown home of longtime Pentagon consultant Michael Pillsbury and he
promoted the English-language version of his book "The China Dream", a 2010
book which called for China to replace the US as the 'global hegemon'. The
communist leaders in China fully embraced the book and it has said to become
the 'main thought' of President Xi Jinping. Are we witnessing the culmination of
China's 100-year marathon in 2015, decades early? Why would a Pentagon
consultant embrace such a stand of America being replaced by China as the most
supreme power of the world by inviting the Chinese Col. to speak at his home?
What does all of this mean for the rest of us?
In the outstanding 10+ minute video below we hear an astonishing claim; will
Chinese troops soon invade America under Barack Obama's declaration of
martial law, likely to be brought before or soon after the final transition to a
Chinese reserve currency yuan and the drop of the US dollar? All across the
country we are witness to the events that lead us to believe that the US
government and military are now preparing for such an event.
The next few videos show military convoys across America from the last couple
days alone. The convoys aren't ending folks; in fact, this seems to be just the
beginning of them. China is preparing to take the helm. Changes have to be made
to make the final transition to this country that they envision. Military in American
streets is part of their plan.

http://allnewspipeline.com/China_Jade_Helm_New_World_Order.php
ISIS Troops Are Penetrating the U.S. Border and Are Engaging Any Who Oppose
Them
by Dave Hodges | June 7, 2015
The Laredo Morning Times[4] is
reporting that a Border Patrol
helicopter was shot at and was
struck on Friday evening near La
Bota Ranch, according to Webb
County Sheriff Martin Cuellar. Sheriff
Cuellar said that out of the five
shots, two were confirmed to have
hit the helicopter.
A Spokesperson for the Border
Patrol, said the helicopter landed safely and no injuries were reported. A later
Border Patrol statement [5] says the crew of the Office of Air and Marine
helicopter was patrolling the US-Mexico border near the banks of the Rio Grande
when attacked about 5:30 p.m. Friday. According to the Border Patrol, bullets hit
the ride side of the aircraft and the rotor blade, which could have produced
catastrophic results, but the pilot was able to land safely with no injuries to
Border Patrol personnel.
The MSM coverup instantly sprang into action as CNN reported that the shots
came from inside of Mexico. Not so, according to my Border Patrol source.
Subsequent to this report, I was able to contact one of the two Border Patrol (BP)
personnel who provided me with very accurate behind-the-scenes intelligence
information last summer during the Central American immigration invasion of the United
States. The source told me, late last night, that the event took place inside of the United
States. The area, outside of Laredo, is mostly unguarded. I asked the BP source
about the 75% reduction in BP force along certain parts of the border. He
informed me that in many areas, the border is in complete disarray, is totally
unguarded and are hotbeds for blatant and rampant criminal activity.
This is not the first time that this area of the border has been at the center of border
incursions by 5th column insurgents who have crossed the border. Nothing happens in
isolation. My BP source said that the field report filed by the ranking BP official in that
particular sector stated that the helicopter was maintaining a watch on what
appeared troop movements 5-15 miles inside of the United States. In this same
area, five years ago, the Laredo Police Department have now admitted that the police
blotter evidence (released by Kim Dvorak of the San Diego Examiner [6]) showed that
the Los Zetas drug cartel seized a privately
owned ranch in the Laredo area was indeed
accurate. Authorities have spent the last
five years trying to debunk this claim
despite the official record.
<<[7] ISIS base camp, eight miles from El
Paso Texas. Source: Judicial Watch.

ISIS is operating a camp just a few miles from El Paso, Texas, according
to Judicial Watch sources [8] that includes a Mexican Army field grade officer and
a Mexican Federal Police Inspector. Yet, President Obama is completely ignoring
this fact. This is a monumental national security
issue and all we hear from the Obama
administration officials are the proverbial crickets
chirping.
<<[9] The location of ISIS/cartel base camps. ISIS
camps are reportedly located at El Paso, Big Bend
National Forest and Laredo according to BP
sources
My BP source was informed that the BP helicopter
was investigating what appeared to be waiting
vehicles as the “troops” approached from the
south. Again, I ask what is the role of Jade Helm? It
is difficult to believe that these two events are not somehow connected. My
source is certain that it was ISIS that fired upon the helicopter in a show of limited force.
Limited force? ISIS has an almost unlimited supply of hand held stinger missiles. It
is my source’s belief that ISIS is still trying to maintain a low profile until they go
live and commence operations within the United States.
We know the Russians are here along with a growing Chinese troop presence. We
are gaining proof by the day that ISIS is penetrating the perimeter of the United
States with paramilitary forces. Is this the vanguard of an international martial
law-enforcing army that will first bring chaos which will be followed by martial
law? Will this result in an armed occupation involving foreign troops?
These events could give new meaning to the false flag event as this could be a
false flag war in the making which is made possible because the Border Patrol is
not allowed to engage. The area where the BP helicopter was attacked is only a
hop, skip and a jump from routes that intersect with I-10 and I-35. If ISIS has
established a corridor which grants them access to these routes, then they can
strike anywhere and at anytime inside of the United States.
Why isn’t the military being stationed at these key points? Instead, we find dead
zones, where almost no Border Patrol officials are stationed. How soon will it be
until we see the following in American towns?
Source URL: http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2015/06/07/isis-troops-arepenetrating-the-u-s-border-and-are-engaging-any-who-oppose-them/
Violent backlash against Sweden’s
policy of flooding the country with
dangerous Muslim invaders
June 7, 2015 By BI: The Swedish
government says it’s planning a
strategy to challenge growing
‘Islamophobia’ following a string of
arson attacks on mosques. Yet no
plans to stem the soaring rape and
crime rates attributed to Muslim

immigrants?
The United Nations’ Human Rights organization has expressed concern about the
increasing number of hate crimes against the sweet, puritanical, innocent, docile
Muslim population in Sweden, a country once regarded as one of the most
tolerant in the world. The country’s main political parties have forged an alliance
to try to isolate the increasingly popular anti-Muslim Sweden Democrats, who
oppose the commitment to accept 100,000 asylum seekers a year from Syria and
Iraq.
Poll Results Show More Than 80% of Muslims Support ISIS Conquest
by sharia unveiled
So much for those forked
tongued about '..the majority
of Muslims being peaceful
moderates..'
A recent poll taken at
Aljazeera.net found that 80%
of Muslims supported the
ISIS conquests in Syria and
Iraq.
source

Report: ISIS Leader Encourages Pedophilia
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the Caliph Ibrahim of the Islamic State, reportedly tweeted
that it is permissible for jihadists “to enjoy young boys in the absence of
women,” another shocking insight into the warped beliefs of Islam.

Al-Baghdadi’s Twitter account was suspended last year, but the screenshot of the
tweet has re-emerged after being posted by a number of Arabic language
websites in recent days.
The message is justified with reference to Koran 52:24, which states, “There will
circulate among them
[servant] boys [especially]
for them, as if they were
pearls well-protected.”
Verses 76:19 also read,
“There will circulate among
them young boys made
eternal. When you see
them, you would think
them [as beautiful as]
scattered pearls.”
A manual released by the
publishing house of the
Islamic State last year also
includes graphic
instructions on how to beat
and sexually molest female
slaves, including underage
girls.
“It is permissible to have
intercourse with the female
slave who hasn’t reached
puberty if she is fit for intercourse,” the guide states.
As Jamie Dettmer explains, ISIS also relies on techniques used by pedophiles to
groom underage prey when recruiting young westerners.
CAIR Leader Ahmad Saleem Arrested in Major Child Sex Trafficking Ring Bust,
Sex with Children as Young as 10
Posted on June 3, 2015 by Pamela Geller
The two-week joint sting,
known as “Operation L and
P,” netted 101 arrests in both
Lake and Polk counties. The
investigation concluded late
last week.
<<(Photo: Dave D’Marko,
News 13)
The UK child sex trafficking
gangs have come to America.
American CAIR leader Ahmad
Saleem, a Muslim youth coordinator, was also one of the men arrested.
Investigators said the men all went to a home in Clermont with the hopes of

having sex with a child. The car Saleem traveled in had a license plate that said,
“Invest in children,” according to investigators.
Many of those arrested had jobs working with children, including theme-park
workers at Universal Orlando and SeaWorld, and a former Walt Disney World cast
member who left the job before his arrest. SeaWorld said the men charged were
no longer employed at the theme park.
During the first week of the sting,
investigators say, 22 people traveled to
Clermont, Florida, thinking they were going
to have sex with a child between ages 10 and
14. Seventy-nine others were arrested on
charges connected to prostitution.
I am sure Ahmad Saleem believes he is
following in Muhammad’s footsteps.
Muhammad’s favorite wife Aisha was 6 when
he married her.
<<CAIR Florida representatives Ahmad
Saleem (left) and CAIR Florida Spokesman
Ali Kurnaz (right) back in March
“We must hold our civil
servants to the highest
standards,” says
Kurnaz (here).
Here’s what CAIR says
about their pedophile
leader who targeted (for
rape) children between
ages 10 and 14 (they’ve
taken the page down):
<<Ahmad Saleem is an
active community organizer
in Orlando, Florida. He is
responsible for spreading
CAIR Florida’s impact and
presence in the Orlando
community which includes
serving and protecting the civil rights of the
community as well as maintaining healthy
relationships with other Muslim organizations,
nonprofit organizations, government entities,
and the media. He is the son of Pakistani
immigrants. His father, a pediatrician, and his
mother, a school teacher, instilled in Ahmad the
joy of caring for others and serving them
wholeheartedly with love and dedication.
That’s just one of CAIR’s pedophilic leadership.

http://www.dcclothesline.com/2015/06/03/cair-leader-ahmad-saleem-arrested-inmajor-child-sex-trafficking-ring-bust-sex-with-children-as-young-as-10/
Muslims in America Prefer Sharia Law to U.S. Constitutional Law (Video)
Ami Horowitz investigates the current status of Muslims in America and
discovers the far majority are working to bring about sharia law…
Play: https://youtu.be/PfmywzjdtRM
‘Pope’ Francis Claims Devil Keeping Evangelicals, Roman Catholics Divided:
‘They Are One’ LTRP Note: Please see the video below, which is an 8-minute talk
Pope Francis recently gave regarding this matter. While listening to him talk, it
was hard not to think of the martyrs described in Foxe’s Book of Martyrs, many of
whom died at the hands of Roman papacy because they would not accept
Catholic doctrine of the Eucharist. Is this where we are heading again? See our
article “If Rick Warren is Right, Why Did These Martyrs Even Die At the Hands of
the Roman Catholic Church?”
In a recorded video statement released on Saturday, the Roman Catholic Pontiff
known as Francis asserted that evangelicals and Catholics are one, and that it is
the devil who has divided the two groups.
“Division is the work of the ‘Father of Lies,’ ‘the Father of Discord,’ who does
everything possible to keep us divided,” he said.
The eight-minute video was for the “Celebration of Christian Unity” event
organized by John 17 Ministries out of Phoenix, Ariz., which seeks to unite
Christians and Catholics.
“I feel like saying something that may
sound controversial, or even heretical,
perhaps,” Francis stated. “But there is
someone who ‘knows’ that despite our
differences we are one.” Click here to
continue reading. If you cannot see the
video below, click here.
II Corinthians 6:14-18: "Be ye not
unequally yoked together with unbelievers:
for what fellowship hath righteousness with unrighteousness? and what
communion hath light with darkness? And what concord hath Christ with Belial?
or what part hath he that believeth with an infidel? And what agreement hath the
temple of God with idols? for ye are the temple of the living God; as God hath
said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them; and I will be their God, and they shall
be my people. Wherefore come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith
the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you, And will be a
Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord
Almighty."
Letter to the Editor: Alpha Course Founder, Nicky Gumbel, Asks for Ecumenical
Unity with Catholic Church

<<A recent photo of Nicky Gumbel meeting
Pope Francis – June 2014 (from Alpha
website: http://www.alpha.org/catholiccontext/stories/160)
Dear Editors:
When I came across a tweet including a
picture of my pastor attending the recent
Alpha Leadership conference in England, I
was intrigued. I had never heard of Alpha,
so I did some research. My concern
deepened as I uncovered the focus of this conference. Unity. Ecumenical unity
with the Catholic Church. The choice of speakers confirmed my concern: Father
Raniero Cantalamessa, (Preacher to the papal household), Joyce Meyer,
Archbishop Justin Welby, and Cardinal Vincent Nichols. Here is the link to all of
their talks: https://lc17.alpha.org/2015-talks.
Nicky Gumbel, pioneer of the Alpha Course, vicar of Holy Trinity Brompton
Church, (an Anglian church in London), opened the Leadership Conference with a
speech titled, “A Vision for a United Church.” Here are some concerning quotes
from this address:
– “Unity is not an option—Jesus is still praying for our unity—so that the world
will be one.”
-” I have come to love the Catholic Church—If God has given them the same
Spirit, who are we to oppose God?”
– “The same Spirit lives in the Catholics, and the Orthodox, and the Pentecostals
and the Protestants, even the Anglicans have the same Holy Spirit living within
them. That’s what makes us one!”
– “Unity doesn’t mean we’re not interested in the truth! The only way to get truth
is through unity!”
II Corinthians 11:13-15: For such are false apostles, deceitful workers,
transforming themselves into the apostles of Christ. And no marvel; for Satan
himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his
ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall
be according to their works.
II Peter 2:17-19: "These are wells without water, clouds that are carried with a
tempest; to whom the mist of darkness is reserved for ever. For when they speak
great swelling words of vanity, they allure through the lusts of the flesh, through
much wantonness, those that were clean escaped from them who live in error.
While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the servants of corruption:
for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage."
-----Original Message----From: Kathleen
To: Contending for Truth by Dr. Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Question: The Duggar Family and the Independent Baptist
Church
…Just wondering what ur take on the Duggar family from Arkansas (19 children &
counting) & the independent Baptist church they attend. I am from that area &

knew of them before they were famous & something not right with that mom &
dad. Thank u 4 all ur hard work. U have truly opened my eye's, confirm my own
research, & lead me to the King James Bible!!!!! God Bless u & ur's
---------------------------------Scott Johnson’s Reply: Thank you! I think this has all been orchestrated to
discredit foundational Christianity and show them to be the worst kind of vile
hypocrites: "The ones who protect pedophiles". I think this is all by design and
don't be surprised if this is just the tip of the iceberg regarding what comes out
against the Duggars. I mean when has Hellywood ever wanted to portray
Christians in a positive light. I think they have been built up as a family on TV to
be toppled and shown to be the worst kind of hypocrites. This is what I think is
behind this whole thing. With reports like the ones below coming out I can see
this being just one more agenda to demonize Christians everywhere.
God bless you!
It Is Time to Dump the Duggars
by John Nolte “Let’s not fool ourselves. We are not talking about a youthful
indiscretion here — we are not talking about smoking dope, a DWI, a shoplifting
beef, or even a secret abortion. At the age of 14 and 15, Josh Duggar molested
five underage girls. Four of those girls were his sisters. One of those sisters was
only five-years-old at the time. According to Josh’s own parents, Jim Bob and
Michelle, the “touching” occurred both on top of and under the clothes of the
victims, and at times, when the victims were asleep.
Let me repeat:
Josh Duggar molested 5 underage girls.
Josh Duggar molested his own sisters.
Josh Duggar molested a sister who was five-years-old.
This is an abominable crime, and the fact that Josh Duggar escaped paying for
this crime through our criminal justice system is more than just a little troubling.
The idea that, even as a juvenile, you can molest five underage girls and face no
legal consequence is inexcusable.
From what I can glean from this mess
of a story, sometime in 2003, after Josh
admitted to his parents for a second
time that he was still molesting his own
sisters (and one outsider), his dad
decided it was time to tell law
enforcement what was going on.
Speaking to Megyn Kelly of Fox News
earlier this week, Jim Bob said that due
to his previous business, he was
familiar with many of the cops in the
area. He took Josh to the closest police
department, which just happened to be
the State Police Headquarters, and spoke to a state trooper who Kelly describes
as an “acquaintance” of Jim Bob’s.

Because this story isn’t already enough of a horror show, this state trooper,
Joseph Hutchens, is currently serving a 56 year prison term after a 2012
conviction on four counts of possession and distribution of child pornography.
This is Hutchens’ second conviction on child porn charges. His first was in 2007.
According to Jim Bob, Josh told Trooper Hutchens everything. Hutchens gave
Josh a stern lecture, and let him go. Hutchens disputes this. He says Duggar only
confessed to a single incident involving one victim. He also says that if Duggar
had told him the full truth, he would have opened an official investigation.
We’ll probably never know what really happened. What we do know is that Jim
Bob and his wife Michelle knew what Josh had done, did not do enough after his
first confession to protect their daughters from a second round of molestations,
and kept the knowledge of their sons crimes within their faith and family — with
the exception of a pedophile state trooper, who at the very least, was friendly with
Jim Bob.
By the time law enforcement authorities were prepared to treat Josh’s serialmolestations (more on this below) with the seriousness deserved, the statute of
limitations was up. Nothing could be done.
There is no moral world in which any of this is okay.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-hollywood/2015/06/05/it-is-long-past-time-to-dumpthe-duggars/

